Systems of finite order with minimum time-bandwidth products are considered. The time and frequency response spreads are defined by moments of the higher order in both domains. Minimizing the product of the moments, causal systems with the largest energy concentration in the time and frequency domain are obtained. The optimization is carried out for transfer functions up to the eighth order with two and four complex zeros. The moment orders are chosen from two to eight. The influence of the zeros and the moment order to system properties are considered. The complete data suitable for filter design are given.
Introduction
In many applications, the systems with small time spread of the impulse response for a given bandwidth are required 113. As short signals require wide bandwidths, the optimum is a compromise given by minimum of the time and frequency product Pn = a n P n .
(1)
For the time spread a, and frequency spread Pn the various measures might be used [2] . The moments m , n=2, 4, ... The classic uncertainty principle is defined by the second moments. For noncausal signals the product satisfy expression [2] (4) 1 2 P 2 2 -.
The equality value is obtained for Gauss function. For causal signals, a similar relation and optimal functions have been found [3] . The finite order systems will only approximate the mentioned optimal functions obtained on the basis of the second moment, but the product will come very close to the theoretical limit Pz=1/2. The higher moments could give an additional insight in the systems with minimum time-frequency products and therefore generalize the mentioned problem. Furthermore, the real systems of the finite order typically have ringing. The general requirement is to make ringing small and short. In the optimization procedure, all these aspect should be present in the goal function. The use of integral criteria (2) and (3) is proposed because (t-tm)" and a" as weighting hnctions, will shorten the tails of the time and frequency responses. Such systems could be used for filters, signal generation, delay and pulse-forming networks. We have previously considered systems with various moments order in the time domain, while the frequency domain spread was given by the zeroth [4] or the second moment order [5] .
Moments and transfer functions
Time spread and bandwidth definitions (2) and (3), are suitable for causal functions with corresponding change of integral limits. Thus, we define a measure of the impulse response spread by the n-th order central moment, and the bandwidth by the n-th order moment, both normalized to the impulse response energy.
For optimization procedure in the complex domain, the criterion ( I ) could be expressed by the transfer function poles pi, and zeros, z,. The system function of the N-th order, with M zeros is given by If the poles are simple, and M<N, the impulse response is hd r=l j=1 j#r where the pole residues are K,, r=1,2, ..., N. The n-th moment of the impulse response can be expressed as function of poles, zeros and residues as Impulse response energy, which is in fact the zeroth order moment, is obtained from (7) for n=O.
The n-th moment of the frequency response can be expressed by the impulse response derivative, using Parseval's relation
Expression (8) might be also determined from (7) using 
OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE AND

RESULTS .
Pole and zero positions ofcausal filters with minimum time-bandwidth product can be found by solving the problem It is more practical to use goal function with real variables. Therefore, the complex poles and zeros in (1 2) were separated into their real and imaginary parts; zj=zd+i.zpj and pj=p@+i.ppj. Using this notation, the optimization problem can be formulated as min ~n [ z a i , z~i , P a j . P p j l
for even and odd system orders, respectively. The complex poles and zeros of real systems come in conjugate pairs. Therefore, the indexes i and j in (1 3 ) and (1 4) are running to M/2 and N/2 only. For searching minimum Quasi-Newton method with BFGS formula for Hessian matrix update [6] was used. Analytic expressions for gradients were used in order to avoid numerical errors that finite difference approximation might have caused. Gradient was calculated using forward mode of automatic differentiation, as it can be found for example in [7] .
To get causal filters with minimum time-bandwidth product, the optimization is carried out for systems up to the eighth order, with one pair of complex zeros. The moment orders, n=2, 4, 6 and 8 were chosen. From (2) one can expect that optimization will force impulse response to concentrate around t, and practically extend to 2t,. The parameter t, is chosen to be 1. This will not change the generality of the solution.
The numerical values of the zeros and poles normalized to t,=l are given in Tables I -IV, together with cutoff frequency qdB. In all cases, poles are very nearly placed on the ellipses with ellipses center located in the complex plane origin, Figure 1. 
System based on the fourth order moment
To illustrate behavior of the considered class of systems, the complete diagrams are given for the system with minimum product of fourth order moments in the time and the frequency domain. Impulse response is shown in Figure 2 . It is quasi Gaussian response, with small time spread and undershoots less than 1.5 %.
Step response overshoots are bellow 0.39 %, as can be seen from Figure 3 Step response of the optimum systems based on the fourth order moment, normalized to t,=l.
approximation of constant. The bandwidth of quasiconstant group delay is extending well beyond cutoff frequency @dB.
Properties of the optimum systems
The time-bandwidth product P,,, for various moments n, and system orders N, are shown in Figure 6 . The curves in the diagram are given for all-pole systems presented in [9] together with the new results obtained with one pair of complex zeros. The products asymptotically converge to the steady values for large N. For the second moment it is well known limit P2=1/2, (4), while the other asymptotic values apparently depend on used moment order. The products approach to the values 0.83, 1.14 and 1.45 for n=4, 6 and 8 respectively. It is obvious that timebandwidth products are practically constant for systems with order N27. The presence of zeros reduces the timebandwidth product. However, the contribution of the second pair of zeros is negligible, as it is visible in the extended diagrams in Figure 6 . The effect of zeros is mainly in the reduction of'the impulse response ringing, as shown in Figure 7 , but even there, the contribution of the second pair is negligible. This is the reason why we found sufficient to give here the numeric data for systems with one pair of zeros only. We also found that the finite real zeros can not improve the time-bandwidth product. Namely, the optimization procedure gives their position very far from the origin, i. e. far from the rest of poles and complex zeros.
The optimization results for all moment orders are similar in character to the systems of fourth moment order described above. For systems with second moment, the Impulse responses show shorter ringing for the higher moments, n, as it is expected from the used criteria (2). The higher moments with weighting function of higher power, in fact, more "punish" the "tails" of the responses. The impulse responses are Gaussian and quite symmetric. Undershoots for all responses are smaller than 1.5 % and the overshoot of the step response is smaller than 0.6 % for n=2, 4, 6 and 8.
Amplitude attenuation in stop band is similar for all moment orders, as shown in Figure 8 . In general, the slope in the transitional band is steeper for higher moment orders. The group delays approximate constants as shown in Figure 9 .
Conclusion
By the numerical optimization of the time-bandwidth product based on the higher order moments, a new class of finite order systems has been obtained. Here we considered the influence of zeros, which we found useful for improvement of the ringing size and duration. We have shown that only one pair of complex zeros is practically interesting. The obtained systems have the largest energy concentration in time for a given bandwidth. The impulse response and step responses have small and short ringing.
